Would your company employ someone who’s deaf?
Would an employee without arms or legs be able to work productively
at your company?
Or would someone with no arms, no legs, who is totally deaf and nearly
blind be able to rise to the top of the company?
Well it’s happened in the animal kingdom.
In Melbourne’s bush and elsewhere the snakes are king and they are
all this.
All other animals fear them and they have good reason to.
Snakes have obvious limitations, but their body plan enables them to
innovate and untilize what’s available to them to be one of the most
successful animals on earth.
So successful in fact that they live all over the world and in spite of
human persecution, very few species are under risk.
Even here in Melbourne, all seven indigenous species are alive and
well, including in the leafy suburbs of Kew, Brighton and so on.
In fact Kew has more snakes than most other suburbs!
Forget the yuppies, it’s the Tiger Snakes who really call Kew, Balwyn
and Ivanhoe home.
Most companies have given their staff the American style motivational
lectures and put frankly they are bit tired and dated.
Snakebusters offers a new look at innovation and problem solving for
companies.
Recently developed is a hugely popular interactive presentation where
staff get to see and touch live snakes and see how they have tackled
their own problems in terms of surviving in the wild.
Their own survival tactics can be transposed directly to the corporate
world, especially in terms of sales teams and others who have to tackle
people outside of their own company.
After all, snakes do this as well and like good sales people, they tend
to get what they want.
Snakebusters don’t charge like the American style speakers, but you
get a lot more bang (or snake) for your buck.
Besides seeing snakes and lizards close up, like you have probably
never seen before, a snakebusters show may lead your staff to new
productive heights.
And unlike other speakers who may put your staff to sleep, one thing is
a certainty … Raymond Hoser and his snakebusters team will have
the undivided attention of your staff for as long as his presentation
runs.
Typically this is about an hour, but time may vary depending on the
audience and what’s requested.
Raymond Hoser’s own experiences span wide areas of the corporate
sector and hence his talks can be tailored to fit the audience and their
own commercial objectives.
A Snakebusters presentation really may make a difference to your
company’s bottom line!
So how does the presentation run?
While for agricultural shows and expos we tend to do the famous snakes
in a pit set up, for corporate gatherings we tend to do things differently.
Some of our presentations are out of normal working hours so that all
relevant staff can attend and be in a more relaxed mood.
Typically we go to the company’s own premises, snakes and all, and
Raymond does his presentation from a stage, front of the room, or
some other fairly “close up” situation.
Raymond will quickly show the various kinds, how to tell them apart
and all the latest advice in terms of where they live, avoiding them,
snakebite and so on, before getting to the nitty gritty of the talk.
This is where he shows how snakes deal with the daily problems that
beset their existence in terms of finding warmth, food and that ever
important commodity, sex!
Put another way, nothing beats a Snakebusters show.
Safety?
People want to see the “dangerous” snakes. But, in this age of public
liability risks, OH and S, and insurance headaches, many employers
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may shun such a show. However, Snakebusters offer the
unique alternative of using “venomoid” snakes if requested
to do so and as a trend we’ll do this anyway because frankly,
no one (including other snake experts) can tell the
difference!
By the way, “venomoid snakes” are ones that have had
their venom glands surgically removed. The snakes look
and act exactly the same as the “normal (deadly) ones”
and unless you can open the snake’s mouth, hold it open,
get hold of a magnifying glass and know what to look for,
then you’d never know the difference.
But, these snakes are harmless.
Hence, there’s ABSOLUTELY NO RISK to the handler or
the viewers, which is one reason why it’s possible to get
up close in complete safety.
This also gets over the hurdle of when a company wants
to bring in a “deadly snake talk”, but doesn’t want the “risks”.
Snakebusters is the only “hands on” snake education outfit
in Australia with venomoid snakes and there are many other
unique features, services and extras, that make Snakebusters the snake
presenters of choice.
For further details about the tailor-made Snakebusters corporate
presentations, pricing, availability and so on, please phone us
on 0412 777 211.
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